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Abstract: Pesticide residues have long been a significant aspect of food safety, which has always been
a major social concern. This study presents research and analysis on the identification of pesticide
residue fast detection cards based on the enzyme inhibition approach. In this study, image recognition
technology is used to extract the color information RGB eigenvalues from the detection results of
the quick detection card, and four regression models are established to quantitatively predict the
pesticide residue concentration indicated by the quick detection card using RGB eigenvalues. The four
regression models are linear regression model, quadratic polynomial regression model, exponential
regression model and RBF neural network model. Through study and comparison, it has been shown
that the exponential regression model is superior at predicting the pesticide residue concentration
indicated by the rapid detection card. The correlation value is 0.900, and the root mean square error
is 0.106. There will be no negative prediction value when the expected concentration is near to 0.
This gives a novel concept and data support for the development of image recognition equipment for
pesticide residue fast detection cards based on the enzyme inhibition approach.

Keywords: pesticide residue; image processing; RGB color model; prediction model; data averaging

1. Introduction

With the evolution of civilization, people’s living standards have steadily risen, and
food safety has become a growing everyday worry. Specifically, pesticide residues are
extremely detrimental to human health. Utilizing pesticides to eliminate pests is crucial to
ensuring that crop production meets expectations. However, excessive pesticide application
will result in agricultural goods with high pesticide residues, that once on the market,
will result in irreparable losses and compromise the security of human life and private
property [1–5]. So it is very necessary to study the rapid detection technology of pesticide
residues, which can help certain situations that require large-scale and rapid detection of
pesticide residues, such as farms, orchards and supermarkets. Reduce testing costs and
improve testing efficiency. Therefore, this article conducts in-depth research on the rapid
identification technology of pesticide residue rapid detection cards, using machine vision
and mathematical modeling to quickly and accurately identify pesticide residue rapid
detection cards, improving detection efficiency and accuracy.

China is a huge agricultural nation; thus, pesticides are essential. However, the misuse
of pesticides is also widespread. At present, the methods used to measure pesticide residues
in vegetables and fruits include enzyme inhibition method [6–8], biosensor method [9–12],
chromatographic detection method [13–17], etc.

Enzyme inhibition is the most commonly used rapid detection technique for pesticide
residues. It is a technique that makes use of the phenomenon in which the functional group
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of an enzyme is altered by a substance, causing the enzyme’s activity to decrease or lose its
effect. Its benefits include simple operation, quick speed, low cost, easy generalization, and
widespread use, but its precision and reproducibility are marginally subpar.

It comprises of two components, a biosensor and a converter, and has a selective
and reversible reaction to particular chemicals or bio-actives. Pesticide residues can be
calculated based on signal changes such as pH and conductivity in biologically vulnerable
areas. It has the benefits of rapid measurement, good selectivity, high anti interference
ability, and high sensitivity, but it also has the disadvantages of a short service life and test
results that are easily influenced by physical and chemical environmental factors, resulting
in the deviation of final results.

Chromatographic detection is subdivided into gas chromatography and liquid chro-
matography. The basis of chromatographic detection is to utilize chromatograms to assess
pesticide residues; however, the carrier employed varies between gas and liquid. Gas
chromatography and liquid chromatography are the most commonly used techniques in
non-rapid detection methods, which can detect pesticide content with very low detection
limits and maintain high accuracy but require professional technology and expensive in-
struments. Gas chromatography is a gas-based method for detecting substances. It has
advantages such as high sensitivity, low difficulty, good selectivity, etc., but it can only be
utilized when the measured pesticides are easy to crack and volatilize. Consequently, the
varieties measured have restrictions. After the development of gas chromatography, liquid
chromatography emerged. Its carrier is liquid, which is easier to operate than gas, resulting
in a less costly and more versatile detecting system. When there are many different types
of pesticide residues, however, it is difficult to detect the various pesticide components and
amounts with traditional liquid chromatography in a timely and precise manner.

The rapid test card is a technique of detection based on the enzyme inhibition method.
Compared to other detection technologies, it is easy to use and does not need expert train-
ing or specialized equipment. Therefore, regular families may utilize it without difficulty.
Although the pesticide detection card can be used to quickly determine the concentration
of pesticide residues, there are many uncontrollable factors in the process of identifying
the concentration indicated by the color of the detection card through human eyes, which
affects the accuracy of the detection. Currently, mathematical modeling theory has reached
its full maturity, and a number of academics have conducted research on the quantitative
identification algorithm of pesticide residues based on detection cards. For example, Chen
Zipeng, Ma Jianbo and others [18] extracted image information from the detection results
of the pesticide residue quick detection card using image recognition technology. Through
research, it was determined that the color saturation parameter in the test results of the
quick test card has an approximately linear relationship with the pesticide residue degree.
Consequently, a model was developed to determine the pesticide residue degree based
on color saturation. Ranveer Soniya A, Harshitha CG and others [19] created a paper
strip-based sensor for detecting pesticide residues in various dairy environmental samples,
and the paper strip biosensor is capable of detecting pesticides at extremely low concen-
trations. Jia Binghui, Zhang Peiqiang and others [20] AA retrieved the gray value from
the gray picture on the fast test card and qualitatively determined if the pesticide residue
concentration exceeded the standard by establishing a gray value threshold. Malay Kishore
Dutta, Namita Sengar and others [21] employed image processing technology to distinguish
between pesticide-treated and untreated grapes based on the picture characteristics and a
support vector machine (SVM) classifier to determine the pesticide concentration in the
sample. Yan Lin, Lu Anxiang and others [22] analyzed the correlation between the RGB
parameters of the detection card image and the concentration change and determined that
the R parameter has the highest correlation with the concentration change; consequently,
they constructed a linear regression model with the R parameter to predict pesticide residue
concentration. The advantages and disadvantages of each identification method have not
been compared and studied horizontally by the researchers.
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This paper obtained a large number of RGB values from the detection card and the
corresponding pesticide residue data through experiments in order to build identification
models of pesticide residues, including a linear regression prediction model, an exponential
regression prediction model, a quadratic polynomial regression prediction model, and an
RBF neural network prediction model, and analyze the effect of each model on predicting
pesticide residue concentrations. Moreover, taking into account the variances in RGB
data at the same concentration gathered throughout the experiment. Errors caused by
the quality of the detection card, test solutions that were unevenly smeared, equipment,
environment, and human factors, which will decrease the data quality and the model fit
of the prediction model, have been identified as the root cause of the poor quality of the
data and the poor model fit. After eliminating outliers during data preparation, this work,
therefore, presents the notion of averaging to handle the training set data. After averaging,
the RGB value of the detection card color at the same concentration tends towards its
average value, improving the data. The rapid detection technology of pesticide residues
has a huge market demand, so research in this area is very meaningful. In the future,
pesticide residue detection methods will develop in a convenient, rapid, and low-cost
manner. People can detect pesticide residue concentrations with less cost and time, greatly
reducing the risk of accidental consumption of pesticides when consuming vegetables
and fruits.

2. Methodology
2.1. Research Ideas

This research compares and contrasts the advantages and drawbacks of four models
for estimating the quantity of pesticide residue on a rapid test card and analyzes the effect
of data averaging on modeling outcomes.

The research process is as follows: (As shown in Figure 1). First, create a collection of
pesticide residue detection card samples, convert them to electronic images via photography,
and input them into the computer. Second, improve the image using image processing
technologies and extract RGB parameters from the optimized image. Perform data analysis
and data processing for RGB parameters as the third step. Finally, the model was developed
and its performance was assessed.
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Figure 1. Research roadmap.

2.2. Image Sample Acquisition
2.2.1. Stores Reserve

Detection card: Chip of paper with cholinesterase and indophenol acetate reagent.
Detection solution: Using chloropyrhion as a pesticide simulant, 10 distinct sets

of pesticide residual solutions were prepared and their concentrations were 0 mg·mL−1,
0.0002 mg·mL−1, 0.01 mg·mL−1, 0.03 mg·mL−1, 0.05 mg·mL−1, 0.1 mg·mL−1, 0.3 mg·mL−1,
0.5 mg·mL−1, 0.7 mg·mL−1, 1 mg·mL−1, 10 samples per group.
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2.2.2. Detection Card Assay

Using a detection card, add two or three drops of the test solution and set it in an
incubator at 37 ◦C for 10 min to initiate a pre-reaction. During the pre-reaction period, the
detection card’s surface remained damp. After the pre-reaction, half-fold the detection
card and maintain 37 ◦C at a steady temperature for three minutes to create the detection
card-reacting solution.

2.2.3. Image Acquisition

Place 100 gathered detection cards on white paper, photograph them vertically with a
cell phone under indoor natural light, and save the images.

2.3. Image Processing
2.3.1. Image Preprocessing

Python’s OpenCV tool is responsible for image preparation. Initially, the resolution of
the captured pictures is scaled to a consistent 256 × 256 pixels, which facilitates uniform
processing in the next steps. During the process of picture acquisition, environmental or
human variables might cause distortions and noise spots to appear in the obtained images;
thus, preprocessing operations must be performed on the images to reduce the impacts of
distortions and noise spots, hence enhancing image quality. The photos in this study are
preprocessed using median filtering.

2.3.2. Image Cropping

The obtained photos contained background portions outside the chromogenic regions
of the detection card; hence, photographs must be cropped to eliminate the background and
retain only the chromogenic regions required for this experiment [23–29]. Image cropping
was performed with the Python OpenCV tool.

The cutting method is as follows:
Step one: Convert the original RGB color model picture to the HSV color model image,

defining thresholds by the hue and brightness of HSV color models. The HSV of the lower
threshold is set to (0, 43, 46), and the higher HSV threshold is set to (180, 255, 255). After
filtering the background information, obtain a preliminary mask image [30]. The masked
picture is a binary image in which the only grayscale values are 0 and 255. The resultant
mask picture has a central color rendering region with a gray value of 255 and a background
area with a gray value of 0.

Step two: A little amount of background information remains unfiltered in the mask
picture. Image etching is used to remove the remaining background information. To obtain
the optimal mask picture, the kernel size of the etch operation is set to 3·3 and the number
of iterations is set to 5.

Step three: do the “and” operation on the mask image and the original picture (1&1 = 1,
1&0 = 0, 0&1 = 0, 0&0 = 0). Two pictures with corresponding pixel positions accomplish the
“and” action. Following the “and” operation, the cropped image is obtained.

2.4. RGB Eigenvalue Extraction

Assign as the desired value, the RGB value with the greatest frequency in the color
rendering section of the detection card. Using the Python-OpenCV tool, summarize and or-
ganize the cropped photos and retrieve histogram array information on RGB characteristic
values. Histograms provide access to RGB values.

2.5. Eliminate Outliers

A preliminary study of RGB data indicates that the RGB values of certain samples
(10 samples at each dosage) with the same quantity of pesticide residue vary somewhat. It
is regarded as an error produced by sampling errors, hence it is important to preprocess
the data in order to limit its influence on modeling.
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In this paper, the Mahalanobis distance test [31–33] is adopted to eliminate outliers
with large differences in the original data. The Mahalanobis distance is a more accurate
tool for identifying multivariate outliers. It is independent of the unit selection of each
component when compared to Euclidean distance since it does not take into consideration
the dimensions of each characteristic parameter. Second, it considers the correlation
between variables to more correctly recognize outliers, and it may also be used on data that
does not exactly correspond to a normal distribution. Because the Mahalanobis distance
roughly follows the Chi-square distribution, the Chi-square test is performed after each
sample data’s Mahalanobis distance is computed, and any value larger than the critical
value is considered an outlier.

2.6. Average Processing

The original data are acquired after image processing and the extraction of RGB feature
values. The Mahalanobis distance and the Chi-square test were employed to identify
outliers with considerable differences. However, there are still legitimate variances, and
this divergence cannot be removed. It is caused by the combined impact of the detection
card’s quality, unequal application of the liquid to be tested, the environment at the moment
of taking the photo, equipment, and human factors. It causes the RGB values of samples
with the same concentration (10 samples for each concentration) to deviate to varying
degrees. The approach of averaging is employed to remove the effect of this difference on
the creation of a prediction model.

Average processing is a way of correcting data that, in principle, should be the same
but are impacted by environmental, equipment, human, and other variables, resulting in
varying degrees of variation. Such deviations are not outliers; they are within the permitted
range and take into account the actual conditions of the experiment.

The objective behind averaging is to average data that should be the same in theory,
and the processing object is the data set with outliers eliminated. The data farther away
from the mean moved faster, whereas the data closest to the mean moved slower. Formula
1 shows the formula for calculating movement distance (1). The value of penalty factor C
can be used to influence the total movement specification.

Furthermore, the formula was verified through practical application in the paper. In
the model validation section, it can be found that the model established using the averaging
method is superior to the untreated model, and the point is that the data used for validation
is raw data without any processing.

The training set data were averaged as follows:

Y = X − C·|X − Xmean|·(X − Xmean)/(Xmax − Xmin) (1)

Y denotes the averaging result; X denotes the RGB value of each sample under the
same pesticide residue concentration; Xmean denotes the mean of all sample RGB values
under the same pesticide residue concentration; Xmax denotes the maximum RGB value of
all samples under the same pesticide residue concentration and Xmin denotes the minimum
RGB value of all samples under the same pesticide residue concentration. C is the penalty
factor that governs the data movement specification.

Input the data into the data processing algorithm, then enter the penalty factor. C is
set to 1, which ensures that each RGB data value is near its mean value.

2.7. Modeling and Evaluation
2.7.1. Linear Regression Model

A linear regression model describes the linear connection between independent and
dependent variables. The goal of predicting dependent variables through independent
factors is achieved by fitting the data of dependent variables and independent variables
with a linear regression equation [34–37]. For model estimates, the modeling tool utilized
SPSS 26.0 statistical analysis software. For model estimation, the RGB value (independent
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variable) and matching pesticide residue concentration (dependent variable) were entered
into the SPSS 26.0 program. The regression equation of the linear regression model:

Y = X1 + X2·R + X3·G + X4·B (2)

In the equation, Y represents the estimated concentration of pesticide residue (mg·mL−1)
and X1–X4 represents the parameters to be determined. R, G, and B represent the color
values R, G, and B on the color test card.

2.7.2. Nonlinear Regression Model

The concept of a nonlinear regression model resembles the approach of linear regres-
sion. The regression equation of a nonlinear regression model is frequently a complicated
nonlinear function, and the regression law is visually represented by different-shaped
curves; such models are referred to as nonlinear regression models [38–40]. For model
estimates, the modeling tool utilized SPSS 26.0 statistical analysis software. The quadratic
polynomial and exponential function model better reflect the link between the RGB value
and the related pesticide residue concentration, as determined by repeated modeling.

Quadratic polynomial regression equation:

Y = X1 + X2·R + X3·G + X4·B + X5·R2 + X6·G2 + X7·B2 + X8·R·G + X9·R·B + X10·G·B (3)

In the equation, Y denotes the projected value of pesticide residue concentration
(mg·mL−1). X1–X10 denotes the required parameter. R, G, B represents the color values R,
G, B on the detection card.

Exponential function regression equation:

Y = X1 + exp(X2 + X3·R + X4·G + X5·B) (4)

Y denotes the expected concentration of pesticide residues (mg·mL−1) in the formula.
The parameter to be acquired is indicated by X1–X5. R, G, B represents the color values R,
G, B of the detection card.

2.7.3. Neural Network Model

The neural network model is one of the most used models in machine learning. By
emulating the operating mechanism of biological neural networks and connecting a large
number of neuron nodes to construct a complex network that processes signals in parallel,
it is possible to simulate biological neural networks. The RBF neural network of the
feedforward neural network is employed in this paper [41–46]. It possesses the benefits
of simple network topology, rapid training speed, robust local approximation ability, and
high approximation precision.

The establishment of the RBF neural network model was carried out using Matlab
R2016a software. The full name of Matlab R2016a is Matrixlaboratory, which is a powerful
data analysis and processing software and enjoys a high reputation internationally. The
core of the RBF neural network established in this paper is the Intrinsic function ‘newrb’
in Matlab R2016a. The hidden layer uses the Gaussian function. The parameter goal in
newrb is set to 0.005, spread is set to 1, MN is set to 25, and DF is set to 1. When the
maximum number of neurons increases to 25, the expected RBF neural network model can
be obtained.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Image Processing Results

Figure 2 depicts an exhaustive collection of image processing procedures. Figure 2a
shows the first representation. Figure 2b depicts the picture after median filtering, with
the window size set at 5·5. The mask is seen in Figure 2c. By superimposing it on the
original image, just the region of interest is preserved while the backdrop is filtered off. The
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picture in RGB color space must be transformed to HSV color space in order to obtain the
mask image. Then, by configuring the threshold, the color information of pixels within the
threshold range is set to 255 and the color information of pixels beyond the threshold range
is set to 0. Thus, it is possible to acquire the necessary mask picture.
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Figure 2. Image processing process.

The lowest limit of the HSV threshold is [0, 43, 46], while the top limit is [180, 255, 255].
Figure 2d depicts the picture following the corrosion of the mask image. The etching process
can fine-tune the mask picture in order to filter out leftover background information. In
general, the edge of a pixel whose color information is 255 is diminished (the white part in
the figure). The size of the etching operation’s kernel and the number of iterations affect the
degree of corrosion. The number of iterations is set to 5 and the kernel size of the corrosion
operation is set to 3·3. Figure 2e depicts the outcome of cutting the picture.

3.2. Extraction Results of RGB Feature Values

The RGB histogram of the cropped image is calculated using the Python-OpenCV
program. The histogram information returned is saved in an array. Extract the data
from the array and generate the histogram based on this information. The histogram of
the frequency of RGB feature values is depicted in Figure 3. By scanning the array data
of each RGB histogram, the RGB value with the highest frequency is eliminated. After
classification, induction, and sorting, the original data are acquired, and the results are
depicted in Figure 4.
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3.3. Outlier Processing Result

The SPSS 26.0 statistical program—was used to compute the Mahalanobis distance.
Using the Mahalanobis distance and Chi-square test, the original data were compared to
exclude outliers. The Mahalanobis distance roughly follows the Chi-square distribution.
Consequently, after computing the Mahalanobis distance of each sample data, the Chi-
square test is performed. If the value exceeds the critical threshold, it is considered to
be an outlier. The level of significance was fixed at 0.05, and the degree of freedom at
three. Check the table of critical values for the Chi-square test; the critical value is 7.815.
In conclusion, samples 12, 21, and 45 are identified as outliers based on the comparison
of their Mahalanobis distances, which were 12.00773, 7.87728, and 19.60156, respectively.
Delete these three samples, as detailed in Table 1 below.

Table 1. Summary of outliers.

Number Pesticide Residue
Concentration/mg·mL−1 R G B Mahalanobis

Distance
Chi-Square Test

Critical Value

12 0.0002 12 103 149 12.00774 7.815
21 0.01 7 105 163 7.87728 7.815
45 0.05 18 145 185 19.60156 7.815

3.4. Results of Averaging

Figure 4a depicts the remaining 97 sample data after the Mahalanobis distance and
Chi-square test were used to exclude the original data. Next, 70 sample data are picked
at random, and an average processing operation is performed on the 70 sample data. As
indicated in Figure 4b, the collected outcomes were utilized as training set data. Figure 4c
demonstrates that the remaining 27 samples are assigned to the test set, and the original
condition of the test set is maintained.

3.5. Comparison and Analysis of the Prediction Effect of Identification Model

Using the training set data after averaging and the training set data without averaging,
respectively, four types of models are developed in this paper: the linear regression model,
the exponential regression model, the quadratic polynomial regression model, and the RBF
neural network model.

Linear regression model:
Y = 1.928932 + 0.004150·R + 0.002906·G − 0.013762·B (No Averaging)
Y = 2.287768 + 0.004221·R + 0.003953·G − 0.016686·B (Averaging)
Exponential regression model:
Y = −0.007099 + exp(0.830657+0.049982·R − 0.031633·G − 0.012129·B) (No Averaging)
Y = −0.003991 + exp(0.293173+0.055380·R − 0.028222·G − 0.014946·B) (Averaging)
Quadratic polynomial regression model:
Y = −12.689855 + 0.114999·R − 0.136337·G + 0.216906·B + 0.000368·R2

+0.001305·G2 − 0.000307·B2 − 0.001225·R·G + 0.000080·R·B − 0.000860·G·B (No Averaging)
Y = −9.942219 + 0.138477·R − 0.197519·G + 0.226283·B − 0.000005·R2 − 0.000696·G2

− 0.001275·B2 + 0.000569·R·G − 0.001229·R·B + 0.002064·G·B (Averaging)
For the RBF neural network model, we use Matlab R2016a for modeling, which is a

powerful data processing and analysis software. The Intrinsic function ‘newrb’ in Matlab
R2016a is used for RBF neural network modeling. The parameter goal in newrb is set to
0.005, spread is set to 1, MN is set to 25, and DF is set to 1. The hidden layer function uses
the Gaussian function for model approximation, and the model reaches the expected state
after adding 25 neurons during training. Because RBF is a black box model, we will analyze
the model through the data in the following text.

The results of a comparison of several prediction models are displayed in Table 2 and
Figures 5–8. After data averaging, the degree of model fit for the four established models
improved to varying degrees, as shown by the table data. The neural network model
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demonstrates the minimum gain in model fit, with the coefficient of determination improv-
ing from 0.959 to 0.965 and the improvement value is 0.06. The linear regression model
had the smallest improvement effect on model fit, with the coefficient of determination
increasing from 0.655 to 0.738 and an improvement value of 0.083. The improved impact of
the other models fell between that of the first two. The coefficient of determination of the
exponential regression model rose from 0.787 to 0.899, and the improvement value was
0.112. The coefficient of determination of the quadratic polynomial regression model rose
from 0.823 to 0.908, and the increased value was 0.085.

Table 2. Influence of data averaging on goodness of fit of model.

Training Set Data Linear Regression
Model

Quadratic Polynomial
Regression Model

Exponential
Regression Model

RBF Neural Network
Model

Coefficient of
determination (R2) 0.655 1/0.738 2 0.823/0.908 0.787/0.899 0.959/0.965

Root mean square error 0.197/0.171 0.141/0.102 0.155/0.106 0.067/0.061
1 Data are not averaged, 2 Data are averaged.
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After data averaging, the model’s root-mean-square error is also substantially de-
creased. The decrease in the root mean square error of the RBF neural network model
is from 0.067 to 0.061, a difference of 0.004. The model of linear regression reduced by
0.026, from 0.197 to 0.171. Between the two models, the root-mean-square error of the other
models was reduced, and the quadratic polynomial regression model fell from 0.141 to
0.102, a decrease of 0.039. The model of exponential regression fell from 0.155 to 0.106, a
reduction of 0.049.

Theoretically, averaging will cause the data to gravitate toward its mean, reducing
the negative influence of data clutter on model fitting and the process and improving the
model fitting degree.

After data averaging, the model fit degree of numerous prediction models developed
in this study will be enhanced to varied degrees, and the model’s root-mean-square error
will be greatly lowered. Since this finding is consistent with experimental predictions, it is
possible to enhance the model’s degree of fit by averaging the data.

Comparing the data of each regression model horizontally reveals that the quadratic
polynomial regression model is superior to the other three. The coefficient of determination
is 0.908, while the square root of the mean error is 0.102. In contrast, in the actual prediction,
due to the nature of the quadratic polynomial, the anticipated value will be negative (solid
point in Figure 7) when the expected concentration is near zero, which is incongruous with
reality. Negative predictive values are also observed for linear regression (solid points
in Figure 5). Not so with the exponential regression prediction model, whose predictive
power is second only to that of the quadratic regression model. On the basis of the detection
card, the exponential regression model is the optimal solution to the problem of identifying
pesticide residues quantitatively.
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3.6. Verification of Quantitative Identification Model for Pesticide Residues

The outcomes of putting the data from the test set into the four prediction models to
obtain the expected value are depicted in Figure 8. Calculations, induction, and sorting
were used to determine the root mean square errors, and the resulting information is
presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Model validation.

Model Name Linear Regression
Model

Quadratic Polynomial
Regression Model

Exponential
Regression Model

RBF Neural Network
Model

Root mean square error 0.173 0.158 0.216 0.452

In terms of model verification, the root mean square errors of three traditional models
are minimal and within the allowed range. However, RBF performed surprisingly poorly
in the test results. Figure 9 demonstrates that the fitting line between the projected value
and the actual value in the exponential regression model is closer to the straight line y = x,
the prediction effect is significantly improved, and the predicted value is not negative. The
overall forecast of the quadratic polynomial regression model is somewhat less accurate
than that of the exponential regression model, and negative values (solid dots in Figure 9c)
are observed when the anticipated concentration is near 0. The linear regression model also
gave a negative result, with solid dots in Figure 9a. Although RBF neural network model
has no negative value, the testing effect is the worst and cannot be applied.
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4. Conclusions

We compared the effectiveness of four models in quantitatively identifying pesticide
residue rapid detection cards. The determination coefficient, root mean square error, and
actual prediction of the four models were evaluated. It was determined that the exponential
regression model was better suited for the quantitative prediction of pesticide residue
concentrations indicated by the detection card. This provides data support and ideas
for other scholars to study the rapid identification of pesticide residue rapid detection
card technology. The impact of the data averaging strategy on the model fit degree of the
linear regression model, quadratic polynomial regression model, exponential regression
model, and RBF neural network model is explored. The findings reveal that following data
averaging, the determination coefficients of the four models improve to varied degrees
due to greater data quality. We analyze that the improvement in data quality is due to
the correction of scattered data structures by data averaging. The data averaging idea is
a commonly used data preprocessing method used to map data points to values relative
to the entire data range in a certain way. As it is based on the overall relative mapping,
it does not change the adaptability of the established model to data that have not been
data averaged and can play an optimization role in modeling. Through the work of this
work, it is proven that our proposed mapping formula can effectively optimize the data
structure and modeling process, improve the model fit of the established model, and is of
great significance in the field of data preprocessing. It provides data preprocessing methods
and ideas for researchers. The root-mean-square error also dropped to varied degrees.
This approach may also be used in the modeling process in other domains and serves as
a reference for other researchers to handle data. This study’s quantitative identification
process of pesticide residue based on detection card can give an algorithm basis and data
support for the development of image recognition equipment of pesticide residue detection
card based on enzyme inhibition technique. Ordinary families, when combined with the
use of a detection card, may readily assess pesticide residues in fruits and vegetables at
home, with cheap cost, simple operation, and easy marketing.
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